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PI is an important source of information, but only one part.  Asset 

Intellect brings everything together via AF including sources such as:
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ELECTRONIC LOGBOOK

Web based mobile aware. 

Fully integrated into PI Asset Framework 

AD integrated roles and permissions. 

Links to key business applications 

Configurable no code solution

Daily operating instructions

Acknowledgment of task and closure at completion

Routines for manual data entry to follow order with min/max 
allowable values.

Walk around instructions and recording of data via mobile devices. 

KEY CONCEPTS

TASK MANAGEMENT

Dimension Software’s solutions leverage your investment in key data platforms. 

Asset Intellect’s Logbook and Shift Handover module provides a fully integrated web-based operational management platform.

Logbook and Shift Handover module leverages the PI system and other systems of record to provide rich information available 

in context to the asset or operations. 

ELECTRONIC LOGBOOK & SHIFT HANDOVER

Data fully integrated into PI enabling automated event creation 

(trips, starts, setpoint changes etc.) 

Manual log entries 

Categorisation of data for each functional group, e.g. Operations, 

environmental, lab etc.

Wiki entries for unstructured data such as screenshots, photos, 

notes, links 

Multiple logbooks can share data with other groups e.g. Plant, 

Maintenance, Trading 

Rapid search, sort and filtering functions



ELECTRONIC LOGBOOK & SHIFT HANDOVER
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Graphical and tabular summary of KPI’s, plant performance etc. 

Managed handover process from one shift operator to the next. 

Reports can be automatically produced upon shift handover or on 

plant event.

Multiple reports available for production, environmental, 

outstanding tasks, short interval control etc. 

Live data and custom reports for production meetings and other 

stakeholders.

Auto email for further action or file for later analysis and auditing.

Enterprise-wide visibility of reports in context of plant or role.

Work orders overdue, planned work etc. 

Plant status 

Photos, snapshots of PI Vision screens, Power BI etc.

ADVANTAGES

SHIFT HANDOVER

Asset Intellect provides a comprehensive Operational Management 

System. The design provides a no-code implementation with 

Powerful workflow management, automated process and data 

event management, configurable forms for data entry and track 

and assign actionable tasks. Data is available across the entire 

enterprise to support decision making for all aspects of operations. 


